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Introduction

Modern multimedia and telecommunication applications
demand smaller speakers driven over the whole audi-
ble frequency range. This results in an extended trans-
ducer model and new demands on the identification of the
model parameters. In particular modeling the mechani-
cal part of the transducer as a spring-mass-system is not
sufficient to describe the behavior of micro-speakers be-
low the resonance frequency where visco-elasticity causes
for example the creep effect to occur.

This paper introduces a method which combines several
impedance and the displacement measurements of the
transducer in air and vacuum. The displacement is mea-
sured at different points of the membrane, which makes
the estimation more robust against rocking and other vi-
bration modes. Measuring in air and vacuum allows to
separate the acoustical load from the electro-mechanical
system.
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Figure 1: Linear transducer model

Figure 1 shows a linear transducer model basing on the
models introduced by R. Small in 1972/73 [1][2]. The
electrical system is represented by the DC-resistance RE

and the voice-coil inductance ZL. The mechanical sys-
tem consists of a damped spring-mass-system with the
parameters CMS, RMS and MMS.

Modeling Visco-Elasticity

The mechanical compliance and losses mainly represent
the visco-elastic characteristics of the transducer mem-
brane. Traditionally these parameters are assumed to
be constant over frequency. Especially micro-speakers
driven far below their resonance frequency can’t be rep-
resented in a satisfying manner by these assumptions,
since the creep effect becomes dominant in this region.
This property causes the losses and the compliance to
rise towards low frequencies.

Models for the creep of the suspension have been intro-
duced for example by Knudsen 1993 [1] and Ritter 2010
[2]. Best fitting results are achieved by models assum-
ing the compliance CMS to be a complex function of fre-

quency C (f). This takes into account that an increasing
compliance causes the displacement to rise under con-
stant stress, which results in higher losses due to friction.

A complex compliance can’t be assumed as a mechanical
spring anymore. Further the mechanical losses are tradi-
tionally represented by the parameter RMS, which is not
given with a compliance also incorporating losses.

Assuming the mechanical impedance of a complex com-
pliance

ZC(ω) =
F (ω)

V (ω)
=

1

jω Re {C (ω)} − ω Im {C (ω)}
(1)

being a series connection of a frequency dependent com-
pliance

CMS(ω) =
‖C (ω)‖2

Re {C (ω)}
(2)

and a frequency dependent resistance

RMS(ω) = RMS0 +
−Im {C (ω)}

ω ‖C (ω)‖2
(3)

allows to retain the classical mechanical model of the
suspension as a spring-mass-system, with just assuming
the losses and the compliance as frequency dependent.
The additional parameter RMS0 is introduced to cover
frequency independent losses.

Parameter Estimation

The visco-elastic effects described in the previous section
have a high impact on the displacement of the membrane
at low frequencies. Thus it is suitable to conduct a dis-
placement measurement for instance with a triangulation
laser to estimate the frequency dependence of the creep
model [5].

The absolute values of RMS and CMS as well as of MMS

are usually estimated from the resonance peak of an
impedance measurement. Since this measurement only
represents the mechanical parameters weighted by the
force factor Bl, this value has to be estimated by an ad-
ditional method.

The transfer function Hx(f) = X(f)
U(f) is linearly depen-

dent on Bl, thus an estimation from the displacement
measurement is possible [5]. This method is very prone
with respect to rocking and other vibration modes, since
the displacement is measured only at one specific point of
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the membrane. To obtain more robust results several dis-
placement measurements at different points are averaged
as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Transfer function Hx(f) =
X(f)
U(f)

measured at dif-
ferent points of the membrane

Operation Dependent Transducer Models

The creep of the suspension is a purely mechanic effect.
To delimit the estimation of the creep model from effects
like air leakage, the parameters should be estimated from
a vacuum measurement. Measurements of transducers
operated under different conditions, like in vacuum or in
free air, should be taken into account on modeling.

A operation dependent transducer model is related to one
type of measurement. The models altogether define one
common parameter set which is estimated by the differ-
ent measurements. The following subsections introduce
three kinds of domain specific transducer models.

Vacuum Model

The model shown in figure 3 represents the purely electro-
mechanic behavior of the transducer.
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Figure 3: Model for measurements in vacuum

Since the traditional mechanical parameters (CMS, RMS

and MMS) are considered to be affected by the surround-
ing air, a new mechanic parameter set (CMD, RMD and
MMD) is introduced representing only the mechanics.

Air Model

Transducer measurements taken in free air result in the
model displayed in figure 4. The electrical parameters
RE and ZL remain the same, since the electrical sys-
tem does not change with the domain. The mechanical
parameters (CMS, RMS and MMS) represent a mechano-
acoustic system, which represents the purely mechanic
system linearly altered by the surrounding air. All ef-
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Figure 4: Model for measurements in free air

fects not described by this system are covered by the
residual impedance ZRES.

Load Model
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Figure 5: Model for measurements with load

A transducer may also be measured with an attached
load, which may be a closed or vented box or some more
complex system as well. Figure 5 shows the correspond-
ing model. The load impedance incorporates all acoustic
effects and thus represents a system of arbitrary order.
Depending on the application the mechanic system may
be represented by the vacuum or free-air parameters.

Conclusion

Complex compliance models are substituted by a fre-
quency dependent compliance and resistance to retain
the classical mechanical transducer model. Averaging
multiple displacement measurements allows a more ro-
bust force factor estimation. Combined measurements
in air and vacuum using operation dependent transducer
models allow a separation of mechanic and acoustic ef-
fects.
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